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PREFACE

The Community pesticide monitoring Kit or C-PAK has been prepared
to help rural communities in Asia think about the problems that
pesticides cause.  It also encourages them to act collectively to address
some of the issues.  Ten modules will address various aspects of
concern:

Knowing the killer: An introduction to pesticides
Warning! Pesticides are a danger to your health
Pesticides destroy our world
Women and pesticides
Drop pesticides: An introduction to Sustainable Agriculture
Selling poisons:  The pesticides industry
Keeping watch: Pesticides laws
How to say NO! to pesticides:  Community organising
Breaking the silence: Pesticides in plantations
Seeking out the poisons:  A guide to community monitoring

The modules are not complete in themselves.  Many additional
materials in local languages will be needed.  You may wish to
supplement the modules with:

Cartoons Puppets
Drama Radio scripts
Games Slides
Pictures Stickers
Posters Videos

Check around to find suitable materials.  Many of these can actually
be made by the community.  You may always contact Pesticide Action
Network Asia and the Pacific (PAN AP) for guidance.

PAN AP would be very happy to receive any feedback on the kit and
how you have used it.  Lets work together to rid the world of toxic
pesticides.
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Contents

1) Is your work making you sick?
• How do pesticides make you sick?

2) Plantations are Growing
• How are big farms affecting you and your
community?

3) Safety First
• Prevent accidents and sickness when you
are using pesticides.

4) Know your rights
• What is your right and how to defend it.

5) Keep an Eye Out
• What you should look out for and how to use
information to makes things better for you and
others.
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IS YOUR WORK MAKING YOU SICK?

Veena is 53 years old.  She works on an oil palm
plantation in Malaysia.  She has been spraying
pesticides for 20 years.  Lately, she has been
spraying Gramaxone (paraquat) all the time.

She is the sole breadwinner for her family.  She is
poor - she and her family of 9 live in a house with
one room.  It has a small charcoal stove, a small
bed, no chairs, no tables, no electricity, no bedrooms.

Veena hopes for something better so she does not
have to stop her children's schooling.

Veena -
plantation
pesticide

sprayer

The Story of  Veena
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Veena
suffers from

all sorts of
medical

problems

Veena suffers from stomach and chest pains,
blurred vision and skin rash.  She has not consulted
a doctor because that would mean spending
money and taking leave from work.

Veena does not wear protective clothing when
spraying because they feel hot and uncomfortable.
She says:

"I carry a  4-gallon pesticide tank and spray.  It's
refilled 25 times which means  I carry 100 gallons
a day. While carrying the tank, I climb a slope of
200 feet.

Most days, when we come back from work, we
are soaked with the chemical, top to bottom, and
we are so used to it as we have been working with
it for years.  Of course the chemical burns our skin
but we really don't bother as we have to work.  If
our skin gets really bad, then we will go to the
hospital."
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Plantation
workers'

voices

"I always have difficulty breathing especially when I
am spraying in the fields.  I think it's because I'm
getting old."

"I have a skin rash.  I go and see the doctor in the
estate hospital.  He gives me some cream.  I apply
the cream until I run out of it.  My skin rash persists.
I must save money to go to the private clinic now."

"We see films on how to use protective clothing when
spraying pesticides.  The films also show that
pesticides are dangerous if they make contact with
your skin.  But, that is all we see.  We are not told
about the harmful effects of the pesticide we are
handling or the treatment for poisoning."

"My nose bleeds every now and then.  I never consult
a doctor.  It's just a nose bleed.  Nothing serious."

"Do you know how many times I have appealed to
my employer that I want another kind of job?  The
more spraying I do, the worse my skin gets. And,
although it has been six months since I got a letter
from the doctor recommending me for a different
job, my employer has not stopped me from spraying
pesticides.  Sometimes I feel like just quitting my
job because spraying pesticides is so painful, but
when I think of my financial difficulties, I just go on
spraying ..."

What are Workers Saying?
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People are
more than
statistics

Carbofuran (sold under such local brand names
as  Furadan), is an extremely toxic pesticide.  Like
many other chemicals used on plantations, the
people it poisons and kills are very real.

Here are the names and ages of some plantation
workers who were victims of acute carbofuran
poisoning in Kapalong, Davao del Norte,
Philippines.  This happened when their supervisor
ordered them to continue spraying in spite of the
fact it was raining:

· Marcela de los Reyes - 24
· Tomasa Cayaban - 29
· Lilian Ga - 28
· Falabia Escoton - 27
· Norma Calapatoc - 20
· Margie Matalaban - 20
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Research throughout the world has shown  that expo-
sure to pesticides - especially for regular users such
as Veena - can lead to many health problems. They
can even pose a danger to breastfeeding babies.

To learn more about the effects of paraquat and other
pesticides see the module: Warning! Pesticides Are
Dangerous to Your Health.

Look around your community or in your
workers' group.  Ask some questions:

····· who is spraying pesticides?

····· have they ever complained about their
health or fallen sick?

····· does your plantation management provide
good quality heath care?

····· can you recall other similar instances?

····· what do you think - after 20 years of
exposure to paraquat, are Veena's chest
and stomach pain, blurred  vision and the
rash a common health problem faced by
women everywhere?

····· if  you spray pesticides regularly, what
might this mean to you and your family?

For Action!
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Plantation
pesticide

sprayers are
at

tremendous
risk!

Plantation pesticides sprayers are at big risk
because they are exposed to dangerous pesticides
often and for a long time.

Many workers are told by management to spray
almost every working day - 8 hours a day!

Some spray even longer  where management does
not respect labour laws.

This is exceptionally dangerous!

Even non-sprayers are at great risk as they often
enter areas which have recently been sprayed and
are still very dangerous.

For Action! Discuss the stories with your group.  What
are your conclusions?

How many of you have said or experienced
similar things?

This amount of pesticide can kill you
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Spraying is Particularly Dangerous for Women. This
is because some pesticides cause reproductive
damage and can harm unborn children. They can
cause breast cancer and poison breast milk. Many
women sprayers also suffer from prolapsed wombs.

There are many possible causes for the symptoms
but pesticides and other work conditions can play
an important part.

On many plantations, women are also more easily
intimidated by supervisors, who are usually men.  In
many cultures it is difficult for women to stand up to
men.  Even when they don't want to spray all the
time, many women workers have reported that they
are bullied to continue.

Danger to
Women
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"Women do not work as pesticides
sprayers."

Is this true for your area?

In recent studies, farmers and farm workers
in Asia were asked who does the pesticide
spraying.  Many (mostly men) responded that
women did not spray.  However, when the
work was observed, it turned out that women
- in fact - sprayed regularly, on small farms
and on plantations.  In some rubber and palm
oil plantations, women did all the spraying,
and had lost their skills for other tasks they
used to do in the past.

How about in your area/group: who does the
work as pesticide sprayers?

How regularly?

Who decides which workers will spray?

Do workers have any choice if they would
rather not spray?

Have any members of your group ever
experienced bullying from supervisors - or
even other members?

Have any ever been bullied into spraying
pesticides when they don't want to?

Why do you think it should it be necessary
to bully a worker to spray?

Has this experience been the same for all
workers or has it been worse for some?

For Action!
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PLANTATIONS ARE GROWING

In many countries of the world plantations are the
fastest growing agricultural sector.

The main plantation crops in Asia and the Pacific
include rubber, oil palm, pineapple, sugar, banana,
coconut,  cotton, coffee, cocoa, and tobacco.

Plantations:
the fastest

growing
agriculture
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Plantations change the way of life for farmers
and farming communities.

As PAN Indonesia explains: "The plantation
sector has changed the farmers' culture of land
cultivation from an agrarian [farming] to an
industrialist culture."

Plantations
change the
way of life

For Action! Has your area changed in recent years to
plantation farming rather than traditional
small family farming?

If so, has this led to any changes in the
community's lifestyle and culture?

Discuss this with some oldtimers who used
to farm on their own land.
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Plantations need lots of land. Where does this
land come from?

· It can come from forest or other traditional lands
which the government gives or sells to
companies.

· Sometimes when farmers have loans they cannot
pay back, the land is taken back, often for much
less than its real value. This is then sold to
companies who can then own large amounts of
land.

· There are times when people are cheated out of
their lands by business people, government
officials, or false claims.

· Another way to get a lot of land for their crops,
companies will give a contract to a farmer for
certain crops grown in certain ways.

Plantations are Big!

Where
does the

land
come
from?
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Plantations
usually grow

only cash
crops - often

for export

Farms traditionally grow things that people can eat
if they want, so that farmers always have food at
hand for their families and communities.

Crops grown on plantations, however, are sold for
cash, usually to far away places, often foreign
countries. They use expensive "hybrid" seeds
which can only be bought from outside companies.

This means that only the people with money can
buy these crops - for example, canned pineapples.
It also means that farm families and farm
communities cannot  feel secure that they will
always have enough food at hand.

Even Small Farmers are Affected by
Dependence on One Crop

Some years ago, highland farmers in Papua New
Guinea, who had traditionally grown root crops
which were the main diet in their communities, were
convinced to grow coffee to sell to outside buyers.
They  were promised a lot of money.

For some years, after the trees matured, they did
make a good living from their coffee trees.   Their
self-reliant farming practices had changed, though,
as they had to buy pesticides and new seeds from
outsiders.

Suddenly, there was a glut on the world market
and coffee prices  collapsed.  Nobody came to buy
their coffee anymore - or else they offered such
small prices that the farmers could not buy enough
food to feed their families.

Many people went  hungry.  Some had to sell their
land.  Some left their homeland for the cities.

Do you know any similar stories in your area?
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Look at your own estate.  Is it growing or
getting smaller?

Why?

What about other plantations in your area?

Do you know who owns the plantations in
your area?

Who owns the other land?

Can you make a map showing this?

In most countries, plantation workers are
poor.  And yet plantation owners - rich people
or corporations - are rich!

Is this the case in your country?

Why do you think this is so?

On many plantations, pesticide sprayers are
paid a little more than other workers.

Why do you think this is?

Should the decision on whether to spray be
made by workers or management?

What happens at your place?

Make a list of the crops grown on plantations
in your area:

····· Are they different from traditional crops?
····· where are the crops sold?
····· can poor people afford the crops?
····· are local people buying new foodstuffs?

from where?

For Action!
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Plantations
end up

poisoning
the land

Farmers in Asia have long known that different
strains of a crop - say, rice - have different, special
characteristics:  some are drought resistant, some
grow well in the cold, some resist certain pests.
They know that if all the farms in an area grow
exactly the same strain of rice for years, that some
day a pest infestation could threaten the entire
harvest.

Farmers practising sustainable agriculture always
mix and rotate their crops. Plantations, by  relying
on one strain of one crop over huge areas, become
vulnerable to such an infestation. So they use ever
larger amounts of pesticides.  This not only poisons
the land, but it also spurs the pests to build up
resistance quickly.

This is a dangerous combination!
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Plantations,  because they are so big and usually
have only one crop, use large amounts of chemical
inputs. The pesticides they use not only kill the  pests
(if they have not become resistant), but also just
about everything else.

The Asia Pacific region is one of the world's centres
of  biodiversity. Biodiversity refers to the  wondrous
variety of plant life, animal life, insects, soil
organisms, marine life, etc.  In some areas, local
valleys or rain forests can be home to dozens, if not
hundreds of plants or animals  found nowhere else.
All these species contribute to a healthy planet, and
many possess special  qualities  for natural pest
management, for healthy soils, and even as a source
of lifesaving medicines!

Plantations, through their focus on single crops and
high use of chemical poisons, destroy local
biodiversity, and in the process destroy the rich
inheritance of future generations.

Monocropping
kills local

biodiversity

Have any of your members ever experienced
insects developing resistance to
pesticides?

Does years of growing one crop affect
pests?

Get together with some "old timers" in your
area, ideally farmers who used to farm
before pesticides were introduced.

Ask them if they can remember any insects
or plants or animal life that can no longer
be found in the area.

For Action!
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Pesticides are used at different times during the
planting season and after harvest. Below is an
example of pesticides and other chemicals used
on a pineapple plantation

Pesticides
are used
for many
reasons

Endosulfan
Captafol

Chemical
dipping of
suckers/
crowns

Planting

Task
No. of

times
Chemicals

used
Who does it?

Heptachlor
Urea,
other

fertilisers
Paraquat

Land
preparation

Bromacil
Endosulfan
Paraquat

Glyphosate
Ametryn
Allit(TN)

Diuron
Deltamethrin
Sumicombi(TN)

Urea
Boron

Herbicide
fungicide
pesticide
& fertiliser
application
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Source: Compiled based on operations at Dolefil Pineapple in the Philipines, - from Will my
work make me sick?, by Philippines Health & Workers Group Council for Primary Health Care
Inc., 1985.

(TN) - Trade Name.

For Action! Have your members make a chart like this for
your work on the farm or plantation.  Then,
discuss your chart: which tasks are the most
dangerous?

Which workers do the most dangerous tasks?

Forcing
3-CPA

Ethephon

Harvesting

Fresh fruit
packing

Canning

Benlate
Marcoal oil(TN)

Acids

Task No. of
times

Chemicals
used Who does it?
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Who
benefits

most from
plantations?

Almost  everywhere, plantation  workers are poor
and  powerless.  Some employers do not  provide
them  the  required benefits of  the law.  Some,
such as women  or  migrant workers, suffer abuse
and exploitation.

Yet managers and owners - usually big
corporations, sometimes foreigners - make
enormous amounts of  money, and have power
and influence.

Plantation workers are  poor and disempowered
and so are forced to spray dangerous pesticides -
and then many get sick or die.  Plantation owners
are rich and powerful and never  have to touch
pesticides.

Do you know anyone  who has suffered  from pes-
ticide poisoning?

Who is at
most risk?

The Winners, the Losers
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Companies
have more
rights than

people

GATT and the WTO

GATT is the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
It is an international agreement signed by most
countries. It makes trade more important than health
or safety. It allows products from other countries to
come into your country  without (or small reduced)
import taxes.  The WTO (World Trade Organisation)
is a new super-organisation created to make sure
countries follow the GATT.

GATT and other agreements under the WTO give
companies more rights than people or even
countries.
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Your country has signed the new GATT and
become a member of the WTO.

Can you find out what changes in trade and
agricultural policy your country will be
forced to make?

How will this affect you?

(You might check with NGOs, universities,
the media or members of your government.)

For Action!!

This  means that now  countries will  be forced to
allow outside food to come in. This includes cheap
rice and also items like flowers or strawberries that
only the rich can afford.   The result is that:

· small farmers will have to "compete"  with giant,
mechanised, capital intensive farms of foreign
countries;

· many small farmers will be  forced out of
business and into cheap pools of industrial
labour for new investors;

· foreign countries may not observe high
standards of food safety (it takes chemicals to
preserve foods to travel around the world);

· whenever food is transported - by sea or air or
road - this contributes to global pollution;

· communities will no longer have secure sources
of local food;

· countries will no longer be able to make
decisions about some policies, such as ensuring
enough food is grown locally, or that small
farmers can survive.

GATT:
 a threat to

food
security
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In summary, we have now looked at how pesticides
are:

· dangerous to the health of workers and  their
families

· dangerous to unborn children and future
generations

· dangerous to the environment and to local
biodiversity

We have also looked at problems with plantations:

· loss of  traditional agricultural knowledge

· rich owners and poor workers

· ignoring and/or abusing workers' rights

· GATT and the WTO

· monocropping for export contributing to a lack of
locally grown food

Plantations
and

pesticides
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SAFETY FIRST

Leonardo's Story

Leonardo worked for  a pineapple plantation in the
southern Philippines for 6 years.    He worked 4
years as a planter and harvester.  Then he started
working dipping suckers and crowns in chemicals
- such as endosulfan (Thiodan), benomyl (Benlate)
and diazinon (Basudin).

His only protection was a long-sleeved shirt, short
gloves, a handkerchief or an old T-shirt serving as
a face mask.

He never had any safety training.

Leonardo was 31 years old when he fell sick.  He
has a wife (working as a planter) and two pre-
school children.  The whole family lives in a small
2 room house with no electricity or running water.

He never had
any safety

training
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Leonardo noticed he easily developed bruises, had
frequent nose bleeds and became pale and fatigued
easily.  When he was having problem with persistent
gum bleeding, he finally went for medical help.

After treatment, he was discharged, but in another
few months, became even worse.  This time even
the doctors could not stop his gums from bleeding.

Tests showed a problem with his blood.  A difficult
bone marrow test revealed that he was seriously  ill,
although there was a chance he could recover.

After months of treatment and medication, Leonardo
recovered, although never fully.  He  no longer works
with chemicals, but rather as a sucker remover.

His medical costs were taken care of by his company,
but he himself had to pay for his trip to Manila for
special treatment through deductions in his salary.
In Manila, he had no place to stay and no
transportation money.  Thankfully, friends of his union
helped him out.  Because of the expense, he has
never been able to go back  to Manila for follow-up
treatment.

He was
seriously ill
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A review of Leonardo's case showed that
the company had broken Philippine law
in a number of ways:

· exposure to dangerous chemical
pesticides without protection or
safety training

· a total lack of adequate sanitary
facilities such as soap and clear
water for washing, etc.

· inadequate medical service, financial
support or  follow-up medical
attention

It is also clear that poverty  contributed
to Leonardo's weak state of health.
Thankfully, he was able to rely on friends
of his union to help.

The
company

had broken
the law
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New  Pesticides come to the Plantation

At the plantation we were given new pesticides to
use. The company selling the pesticides gave us
training.  They showed us how to mix pesticides, what
clothing to wear to protect ourselves. They did not
explain how these pesticides could harm us, the
animals, fish and other plants. They explained the
labels, but we could not read the labels. The pictures
on the labels also confused us.

We started to use these new pesticides. The clothing
we were given to wear was too hot. Also we could
not work fast enough. The owners complained. We
stopped using the clothing and started mixing
pesticides the old way.

New workers joined us. They never got any training.

Safe use of
pesticides

is a myth

For Action! Have you had any training on how to use
pesticides?

Are you able to do what you were taught?

If not, why not?
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All pesticides should be labelled with information
on how to use it and precautions you should take.

Source: GIFAP

For Action! Get a list or training manual which explains
all about labels and explains what the pictures
mean. *  Then:

1.  test all your members to see how well they
know the labels; and

2.  check all the containers the plantation uses
or gives you to use to see that they are
properly labelled; and

3.  if they are not properly labelled, note this
in your monitoring!

* C-PAK module 1: Knowing The Killer  has some examples
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Protective clothing is too hot and uncomfortable!
This is a complaint  from farmers and farm or
plantation workers all through the tropics.

What it means is that, if, like everyone else, you feel
protective clothing is too hot or uncomfortable for
you - then the only way to be safe is not to spray
pesticides!

If you must spray, the best time is early or late when
it is cooler.  Do not apply pesticides when it is likely
to rain.

The only
way to be

safe is not
to spray

Problems with Protective Clothing

For Action! What are the problems you face, when you
use protective clothing?

Is it possible for protective clothing to really
protect you?

How can you limit your exposure to
pesticides?
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Do you
suffer

dizziness,
headaches,
sore throat,

blurred
vision

If you feel dizzy, have a bad headache, have a raw
throat or sore stomach, are sweating unnaturally
heavily, are having trouble with your vision - don't
simply think that these are normal problems. These
can be because of spraying pesticides.

Read the module Warning! Pesticides are
Dangerous to Your Health  thoroughly to learn more
about  the symptoms of pesticides poisoning.

Learn the Symptoms of Pesticides
Poisoning!
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For Action! Have you and your group made a list of the
different symptoms of pesticide poisoning?
Make a copy for each member.

Every time you spray, if you feel any (or all!)
of the symptoms, make a check mark beside
the symptom on the list, together with the
date and the pesticide you used (if you know
it).

See Annex 1 for an example chart. Compare
your charts each month when your group
meets.

What do you learn?
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Trust your
body!

If you feel the pesticide you are spraying is making
you sick, particularly if any of your co-workers feel
the same - stop working!

Many farm workers say that their supervisors don't
believe them when they say they feel ill, or say
something like: it must have been something you
ate, and threaten them if they want to stop working.

This is a case where you need to trust your body.
Remember, pesticides can kill you!

This is also a case where your union needs to make
it clear to management that worker safety must
come first.

What to Do if  You Feel Sick
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Meena's story

Meena works as a plantation pesticide sprayer in
Malaysia:

"Sometime back, I developed a rash on my legs.  I
went to the hospital and the Hospital Assistant told
me it was heat rash.  He gave me some cream and
assured me that it would go away in a few days.
The rash persisted and I went back.  This time, he
shouted at me, gave me  more cream and that was
the end.  The rash did not go away.  I still have the
rash.  But now I have learned to live with it."

Now I have
learned to
live with it

What do you think was the real cause of the
rash?

How can you explain the behaviour of the
doctor?

For Action!
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How  is the situation in your area?

Have you had similar experiences?

For Action!

Women and
doctors

For  women, health problems and poisoning can
be a particular problem.  Many supervisors are
conditioned to feel they can intimidate women
workers.  Some choose to dismiss complaints of
poisoning symptoms as simply "women's
problems".

Many women find it difficult for them to share their
problems with a male health worker or doctor.

Many doctors, even those who work in plantations,
have never learnt how to treat pesticide poisoning.
Doctors are sometimes employed by the plantation
company. This can influence them.
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Cleaning
up the act

Plantations must ensure that their workers have a
safe place to wash and shower themselves - with
soap - before eating and when finished working, as
well as a non-contaminated place to eat!

Are you able to wash  yourself properly after
using pesticides?

For Action!
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KNOW  YOUR RIGHTS

More pay for
the workers,

better
housing or

working
conditions -

these cost
money!

The business of  corporations is to make money!

Money that is spent on workers means less profits
for the owners or managers.

In most countries, it has been up to the
government to make laws to try to protect the well-
being of workers, including farm workers.
Sometimes, though, governments are  more
concerned with profits, with exports, and with
keeping big businesses happy.  Sometimes there
may be gaps in the laws, or government agencies
may  turn a blind eye when it comes to
enforcement.  Many plantations try  to get away
with ignoring laws if  they can make more money.

The Profit Motive
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For Action! ····· Can each of you suggest a reason why
management does not do more for
workers?

····· If not management, then who must be most
responsible to look after workers' health
and interest?

····· Who will be most committed to your
interests if not yourselves?

· · · · · Are your rights being recognised and
   respected?

· · · · · If not,  workers  can  organise themselves
  and fight for their rights!

Workers'
rights are the
responsibility

of all!

Governments are accountable to ensure that
workers are effectively protected by laws - and to
ensure the laws are enforced.

Plantations and plantation management  are
accountable to ensure that workers' rights are fully
respected and protected.

Ensuring that workers' rights are recognised and
respected is a responsibility:

· of the government
· of local government officers and agencies
· of plantation management
· of the pesticides industry
· of the plantation unions
· of the plantation workers

All Workers Have Rights!
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If you are gathered together to review these
materials, you are probably already meeting
together as a group.  This is a basic right of
plantation workers:  to get together and work to
improve their situation.

On many plantations, this group will be a union
chapter or an association.  In some countries,
workers can choose which union they wish to join;
in other countries, there may only be one choice.

One essential right is that union leaders must be
chosen by the local members and be responsible
to their membership.

It is this union  which usually deals with
management to try to win better wages or better
working conditions.

Many  voices speaking together are always
stronger than one.

Speaking
with one

voice

Workers' Unions or Associations
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Workers' rights are key to the dignity and well-being
of workers and their families.

Workers cannot participate effectively in decision
making unless they have an organisation which
speaks for them.  One worker can easily be ignored.
A strong organisation cannot be ignored!

Workers pay good money to their unions.  This is so
that the union will be able to work for their interests.

If your union leadership is not listening to the
concerns of the members and working hard for your
interests, then you need to challenge them and make
them responsible to you.

Workers'
unions

should be
controlled

by
workers!

THE RIGHT TO
SPEAK

THE RIGHT
TO SAFETY

THE RIGHT TO
KNOW

THE RIGHT TO
HEALTH

THE RIGHT TO
ORGANISE
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* We give more information on these on the following pages.

There are some questions you can ask
about your group and your leaders:

····· are you being organised?

····· is your group knowledgeable about local
labour laws and the ILO convention?*

····· is your group knowledgeable about the
FAO Code of Conduct* on pesticides?

····· is your group knowledgeable about
Occupational Health and Safety Law?*

····· is your group aware of and concerned
about laws regarding the handling of
chemical poisons such as pesticides?

····· have they confronted management if the
laws regarding pesticides are abused?

····· do your leaders share information?

····· is everyone allowed to express his/her
views?

Remember, as a union member, you have
rights and responsibilities.

For Action!
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Your country
has signed

the ILO
convention

Your country has signed the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) conventions which binds it to
ensure worker safety from deadly chemicals -
including pesticides.

Worker safety must be ensured during production,
handling, storage, transport and disposal of
chemicals, as well as the maintenance, repair and
cleaning of equipment and containers for chemicals.

If plantation workers are having problems because
their supervisors are not respecting the labour laws,
and/or if their government is not enforcing the laws,
they can refer to the ILO convention to learn the basic
rights their country has agreed to.

The ILO Convention

Refer to the summary of the ILO Convention
170 (Annex 2 at the back).

Together, discuss whether your
management is obeying the convention and
your union fighting for your rights.

Identify those areas where your rights are
being abused.

For Action!
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The FAO is the Food and Agriculture Organisation
of the United Nations.  They coordinated the
drafting of the International Code of Conduct on
the Distribution and Use of Pesticides (see the
module Knowing the Killer ).

Your country has agreed to this code.  It  establishes
a minimum  level of protection for farmers and
workers from the dangers of pesticides.

It also regulates the pesticides industry itself, in
terms of identifying dangerous pesticides,
classifying them according to their toxicity, labelling
them clearly, disposing of containers, advertising
truthfully, and providing essential health care.

This is another useful document which your country
is responsible to implement.

By right, the pesticides industry and your plantation
must implement the provisions of this Code, even
if not  required by law.

Industry
must follow

the FAO
Code

The FAO Code
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There are
laws to
protect

workers

Most countries have laws that protect the health and
safety of workers. All employers must follow these
laws which are based on the ILO conventions.

In some countries companies have set up a special
committee on health and safety and even hire a
trained health and safety officer.

Occupational Health and Safety Law

Check what laws you have in your country
to protect workers' health and safety

What do the laws say?

Are they of the same standards as the ILO?

Does your plantation have a health and safety
committee? Does it do its job well?

For Action!
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Ask  your union leaders to schedule a time to talk
about pesticides: the laws, whether management
is following the laws, and what action the union has
taken or can take.

If pesticides are not a concern for your union and/
or union leaders, what can you do to bring them
into the agenda?

Pesticides
are an

important
issue

For Action! Some questions and considerations:

····· are workers given the choice of whether
they want to spray or not?

····· research has repeatedly shown that
protective clothing is of little use in the
tropics where it is so hot. Given this, what
use is it for management to provide
protective clothing? (even if they do)

····· do all the sprayers know how to read the
labels on pesticides?  (Are they in a
language you understand?)  Are all
pesticides properly labelled?

····· most pesticides "training" focuses on
how to handle pesticides, rather than on
ensuring workers understand how and
why pesticides can poison them.

····· does management provide good facilities
for washing?

····· do they provide good medical treatment?

····· are empty containers disposed  properly?
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What does
the

government
do?

Governments have a duty to ensure that worker
rights are protected according to the law.

This is the case in all countries.  But workers in many
countries know that this is not always what happens
- especially since plantation owners or corporations
are big and powerful.  Some governments are
uneasy when workers act together to improve their
situation.

But - find out about the regulations for labour and
for the handling of pesticides in your area.  Find out
what government agencies are supposed to enforce
these regulations.  Find out who the officers are in
your area.  Talk to them.

Through your leaders, NGOs or local
government officials, request information
about the regulations on labour and
dangerous chemicals and pesticides.

Make a list of all the rights of plantation
labourers and the responsibilities of
government and management.

 Discuss the list.

Are workers' rights being respected in your
plantation?

For Action!
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Do you know
your rights

as a worker?

As a plantation worker you have the right to:

· information about the hazardous properties of
pesticides

· training on how to safeguard your health when
exposed to dangerous chemicals

· make an informed choice as to whether you
wish to be exposed to dangerous pesticides

· not  to spray if you are pregnant

· to health monitoring

· to free access to quality health facilities and
treatment for chemical poisoning

· to accessible clean water and soap for washing
if you come into contact with dangerous
pesticides

· to a local home/community environment free
from the dangers of pesticides' poisoning

· to associate together and form a labour group
or union

· to the opportunity to speak with an equal voice
in your union

· to take legal action to force plantation
management to respect your rights
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The right
to remove
one's self

from
danger

If you think the work you are asked to do can harm
you, you have the right to refuse.

This means if you feel that the pesticides you are
spraying are making you sick, you have the right to
stop working!

It also means that if you feel that spraying pesticides
has been making you unwell in the past, you cannot
be forced to spray against your will.

This is the law!

But if you refuse to follow instructions you might be
threatened, demoted, fired by your employer. Taking
action alone is not enough. But if all workers band
together for their rights they can make change
happen.
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Get together and make a list of all the
management "tricks" on your plantation.
Discuss if there are any ways your group can
get around these tricks.

For Action!

Here are some management "tricks"  reported by
workers in different countries:

· setting payment according to quotas (eg. how
many tanks of pesticides sprayed) and
increasing the expected quota

· keeping workers on as "casuals" without
benefits

· making workers work longer hours or overtime
without proper pay

· keeping workers in the fields by not providing
return transport until late

· not telling workers about the chemicals they
are forced to use

· sending workers back into fields before
observing the required re-entry period after
spraying

· requiring workers to buy equipment, eg. rubber
boots, at high prices

· running a company store that sells goods at
high prices or on credit with high interest

Some
common

management
abuses

The Many Ways Workers Pay
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Believe it or
not!

Workers in some countries reported the labour
practice of using human markers, or "flagmen", to
prop up flags to indicate where pilots doing aerial
pesticides spraying should start and finish spraying!
This contaminates them directly with deadly poisons.

"Drift" from the spraying also settles over nearby
living quarters and crops - endangering whole
families and communities.

What do you think this pratice of using flagmen says
about the respect of the management for workers'
lives and health?

Fight against all aerial spraying!
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Rising against
abuses

If the laws
are not
strong

enough

What can we do if our management is abusive or
refuses to provide benefits required by the law?

A tough question, as you may lose your job and
your home if you directly confront management.

·    you need to act together. Organise yourself
      into a strong group. Seek support from other
      workers and organisations

· make sure that your union or workers'
organisation is solidly behind the issue

· make sure you know all the regulations - about
labour and also about pesticides

· find out if the government agencies and officers
involved  are supportive

· contact groups who can help you with advice,
such as NGOs or other worker groups

What can we do if we believe the labour regulations
need to be changed and improved?

Again - a tough question, one that means being
able to influence the government.

The best way to try and do this is to speak with
many, many voices.  See if you can contact other
workers' groups and get together in a network.

See the last pages of this booklet which lists some
of  the groups providing assistance/advice to
plantation workers' groups.
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What can we do if the leaders of our organisation
do not fight for the interests or concerns of the
members?

When leaders go bad - when they stop being
truthful, when they stop listening to members, when
they become more interested in their own benefits
rather than those of the group, this is dangerous.
Management is always quick to exploit such
problems.  Some questions you can ask:

· what are the qualities of a good leader?

· does your leader listen to all members?

· what are your expectations from a leader?

· what is the basis of their power/influence?

· for what reasons might they stop serving the
interests of the group?

· what should the process be if someone has a
grievance?

· what would be the consequences if a bad leader
was challenged or removed?

· how can you ensure that your leaders serve
the interests of your members?

We need
good

leaders

For Action! Hold a group meeting.  Decide what your
qualities and expectations are for leaders.

Make certain everyone in the group
understands how the group will decide
whether your leaders are doing their job!

 It's best if you can do this before selecting
new leaders.
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What about
issues

faced by
women?

Women often face special problems. If you think your
union or association does not  take your problem
seriously, you need to educate them.

Find a women's group that can help you deal with
these issues (see possible organisations at the back).
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Plantation
workers

organise

In an oil palm plantation around Batang Berjuntai,
Malaysia there were about 15 women spraying
pesticides throughout the year. They had a lot of
health problems such as nausea, vomiting, nose
bleeding, excessive tearing, stomach pain, skin
itchiness and decaying nails . They complained to
the Health Assistant in the plantation. He just gave
them some pain killers and cream to apply.

 During this period a women's group,Tenaganita,
started to organise women in this estate and had
awareness sessions on pesticide use, the hazards
of these chemicals, especially to women's health.
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These women then began to understand that many
of  their health problems were due to pesticides which
they sprayed. The women discussed among
themselves and decided not to continue with spraying
of these pesticides. Instead they requested for
alternative jobs.

However the management was not forthcoming in
their request. So one morning after the roll call, the
women refused to go to the field to spray. When the
field conductor asked them, they explained to him
about the hazards of these pesticides especially the
impact on women and requested for other kind of
jobs that did not deal with pesticides. He tried to
persuade them to do spraying. But the women very
unitedly stood firm and refused to go for spraying.

Finally the management gave them alternative jobs.
Indonesian workers were given the task of spraying.
So till today these women don't spray at all.

But the struggle goes on, since the danger has now
shifted to the migrant workers.

Management
gave them
alternative

jobs
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KEEP AN EYE OUT

Most importantly - it would help you to better
understand the dangers you are facing from
pesticides and from bad working conditions!

If this information is carefully collected and
organised, it can be a valuable tool when you are
negotiating with management. It will help you and
your community to organise safer ways to control
pests.

If you can show, and have names and dates and
numbers to support that your experience or
symptoms of poisoning every time you spray a
certain pesticide, management or the government
will have to listen.

If your information can prove that a certain
supervisor has been abusive to many workers -
with times and names and places. This will help to
force the supervisor to change or to leave.

What Good Would Pesticide Monitoring
Information be to Us?

Community
Monitoring
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You are not alone.

Groups of plantation workers, farm workers and
farmers  all throughout your country and the entire
Asia Pacific region are working together to gather
information about pesticides and farm practices.

This data is being gathered and organised for each
country, as well as the entire region.  If we have
hundreds of reports, from different countries, with
names and dates, about adverse health effects of a
pesticide, even politicians will have to listen!

Together,
we can

make
change
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First of all - analyse the information with your own
group.  See if any of it can be useful in your
discussions with management.

Then, send your information to the organisations
listed at the back. They are gathering similar
information from groups throughout the country
and are working together with similar groups in
other countries of Asia.

If you choose to share data with these groups that
will not be the end of it.  They will make sure your
group is kept up to date on any useful findings
and plans and activities.

Your group will become part of an international
team!

If We Gather All This Information, What Can
We Do With It?

Then what?

Get your group involved in pesticides
monitoring!

JOIN THE ASIAN CAMPAIGN!

For Action!
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We hope to stop abusive management practices, to
build stronger workers' groups, to improve
regulations covering farm and plantation workers and
the use of pesticides.

We believe that the pesticides industry knowingly,
and with no concern for the life of poor farm workers,
sells deadly poisons to be used as pesticides.  All
this for profit.

We want to build enough information of the deadly
dangers that it will be impossible to deny the problem.
Governments will be forced to ban or restrict these
poisons.

Our dream is to make the pesticides industry tremble
if they act abusively!

What Do We Hope To Accomplish?Our dream is
to make
industry

accountable
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You can keep track of the pesticides used.
Knowing the pesticides you use, can help in
diagnosing disease.

You can monitor the bad effects of pesticides on
health.  That's one crucial thing to monitor because
the well-being of farm workers is most important.

You can also monitor whether management,
business or industry are obeying the law and
regulations to protect workers, people and the
environment from the dangers of pesticides.

What Can We Monitor?It pays to
keep tab
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Meet  together.

Decide what things are most important to your
group.

Decide what information you can gather.  Usually
this should always include dates, name of the
pesticide and description of the incident (eg. bad
disposal of containers).

Look at the example of the form in the Annex.  Make
up your own forms for the information your group
has agreed to monitor.  Start monitoring.

Remember - any relevant information - eg. feeling
sick - should be recorded on the day it happens.

How Can We Start  Monitoring?
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Get your group involved in pesticides monitoring!

JOIN THE ASIAN CAMPAIGN!

Your group should meet regularly - maybe once a
month - to discuss what your data is showing you.

Then, contact the organisations at the back of this
module to work  out an agreement on how you can
best share your information with others and join
the Asian campaign!

Using your
data!
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Meaning of the signs (pictograms) found on page
44 and 45.

1 .... wash after use
2 .... first aid kit
3 .... dangerous/harmful to animals
4 .... wear boots
5 .... hazardous to flame
6 .... dangerous/harmful to fish - do not contaminate

lakes, rivers, ponds or streams
7 .... flammable
8 .... wear respirator
9 .... wear eye protection
10 .. wear gloves
11 .. keep locked away and out of reach of children
12 .. wear protection over nose and mouth
13 .. explosive
14 .. use glove when handling liquid concentrate
15 ...use glove when handling powder concentrate
16 .. no smoking
17 .. poisonous if inhaled
18 ...method of application
19 .. poisonous if swallowed
20 .. poisonous by skin contact
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Gita Pertiwi
Griyan Lama No.20 Rt.01/RwI
Solo 57171, Indonesia
contact person: Agus Dody Sugiartoto
tel: (6271) 710465;
fax: (6271) 718956
email: gita@slo.mega.net.id

Yayasan Pengembangan Pedesaan
(Rural Development Foundation)
Tursari IV/25, Solo - 57197
Central Java, Indonesia.
tel: (0271) 711674
contact person: Drs. Sapto Nugroho

LSK - Bina Bakat
(Institute for Social Studies and Skills
Development)
Jalan Ki Mangunsarkoro No. 79
Solo - 57136, Central Java, Indonesia
tel: (0271) 718594
fax: (0271) 719770 (Wartel Manahan)
contact person: Drs. Suhadi Askar

Where You Can Go for Help in Indonesia

Mitra Tani Association
Jalan Nitikan Baru Nombor 95
Yogyakarta - 55162
tel/fax: (0274) 381101
contact person: Amir Sutoko - Director

Hari Pangan Sedunia
(World Food Day)
Tegalgendu KG ll Rt 50/Rw Xl
Yogyakarta
tel/fax: (0274) 380776
contact person: Pak Panggih - Director

Pusat Pendidikan Lingkungan
Hidup
(Environmental Education Training
Centre)
Seloliman Trawas, Mojokerto
Propinsi Jawa Timur
P.O. Box 03 Trawas Mojokerto - 61375
tel: (0343) 880884
fax: (0321) 618752

Tenaganita (Women's Force)
11th Floor, Wisma Yakin
Jalan Masjid India
50100 Kuala Lumpur
tel: (603) 291-3681/291-3691
fax: (603) 291-3681

Community Development Center
72B, Taman Sri Langat
Jalan Rekko, 43000 Kajang
tel: (603) 8370766

Where You Can Go for Help in Malaysia

Allaigai
2A, Jalan Sitiawan, Lim Gardens
30100 Ipoh, Perak
tel: (605) 5272533

People's Service Organization
13, Taman Berjuntai,
Jalan Bukit Badong
45600 Batang Berjuntai,Selangor
tel: (603) 8719125
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Where You Can Go for Help in Philippines

PAN Philippines
Rm. 308 Department of Pharmacology
U.P. College of Medicine,
547 Pedro Gil St., Ermita, Manila
tel: (632) 5264248 / 5218251
fax: (632) 5218251
email: romyq@manila-online.net
contact person: Dr. Romeo F. Quijano

AMIHAN
4-E Road 9, Quezon City
tel: (632) 9203315
contac person: Cathy Tungkol

SIBAT
#10 Alley 13, Project 6, Quezon City
tel: (632) 9294410
contact person: Shen Maglinte

ANI Foundation
Suerte Subdivision, Kidapawan City
tel: (064-23) 81665
contact person: Dr. Lynn Redoble

OFFERS Training Center
Kisante, Makilala, North Cotabato
tel: (064-23) 81453 (thru Rose
Catedrilla)
contact person: Elizabeth Moneva

Health Alliance for Democracy-
Negros
Riverside Hospital, Bacolod City
tel: (034) 4337331 (thru Dr. Ethel
Tangarorang, Silay City)
tel: (034) 57185
contact person: Dr. Rommela Tiples

Visayas Primary Health Care
Program
Rm. 203 Crestly Bldg., Osmena Blvd.,
Cebu City,
tel: (032) 2544663
contact person: Cora Tagalo

Where Else You Can Go for Help

Pesticide Action Network Asia and
the Pacific (PAN AP)
P.O. Box 1170, 10850, Penang,
Malaysia
tel: (604) 6570271/ 6560381
fax: (604) 6577445
email: panap@panap.po.my
homepage:http://www.poptel.org.uk/
panap/
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Annex 1

Checking Labels

Place :_______________  Date : ___________________

Person filling in form : ____________________________

(Tick box if the information is there. Fill in details in _____)

MANUFACTURER / FORMULATOR

Name :_______________________________
Address :________________________________

PRODUCT/PESTICIDES

Date of manufacture :__________________________

Batch number :__________________________

WHO  hazard classification : _________________________

Is the label in your local language?

Are there warning symbols and statements?

Does it explain how to use it?

Does it give safety information?

Does it give first aid information?

Does it warn about re-use of containers?

Does it tell how to dispose of containers?

Does it tell how long to wait before entering a field that has
been sprayed?

Does it tell the minimum number of days before harvest you
should use the pesticides?
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Place  :_______________  Date : ___________________

Person filling in form :_________________________________

1a) Where was the advertisement?

TV Radio
Shop Along the road
In farmers field Magazine, newspaper..
Others ____________________________________

b) If on TV or radio, state the station and time when
        seen or heard _______________________________

c) If in magazine,newspaper, state the name of the
       magazine, date, pages ________________________

2) What pesticide was advertised? (If not available
     indicate N/A)

     Brand name Active Manufacturer/
Ingredient Address

3) Does the advertisement include the appropriate phrase on
   warning symbols
   Yes/No/Not sure

Annex 2

How Are Pesticides Advertised?
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4) Does the advertisement say the pesticide is safe (non-
   poisonous, non-toxic, environmentally friendly...)

   Yes/No/Not sure

5) Does the advertisement recommend you to read the
   instructions, before using the pesticides

   Yes/No/Not sure

6) Does the advertisement compare this pesticide with another
    pesticides

   Yes/No/Not sure

7) Does the pesticide make claims such as more profits, higher
    yields, or other guarantees?

    Yes/No/Not sure

8) Does the advertisement show the pesticide being used safely
    (proper protection, no children playing around, no food,...)

   Yes/No/Not sure

9) Any other comment:
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Place  :_________________  Date : ___________________

Person filling in form : _______________________________

Name of the shop/seller :____________________________

Address of the shop/seller :___________________________

1) The pesticides sold next to food and other conssumer
     products? (Take photo if possible)

    Yes/No/Not sure

2) Are there illegal (un-registered) pesticides

    Yes/No/Not sure

     If yes give details:

     Brand name Active Manufacturer/
Ingredient Address

3) Does the person selling pesticides know about how to use
   the pesticides he/she sells and about safety precautions?

    Yes/No/not sure

Annex 3

How are  Pesticides Sold?
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4) Does the person recommend specific pesticides?

   Yes/No/Not sure

5) If yes, why does he recommend them?

   Government recommendation
   Industry recommendation
   Other recommendations

6) Is it legal to use the pesticide for the crop or pest
   recommended (Is the pesticide registered for the use)?

   Yes/ No/ Not sure

7) Are there pesticides advertisement in the store

    Yes/No/Not sure

8) If yes, for which product?

Brand name Active Manufacturer/
Ingredient Address

9) Any other comment:
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Do some of the symptoms always happen after using certain pesticides?

Do the symptoms go away when you don't use pesticides?

Take the chart along to show your doctor.

Annex 4

This is an example of a chart you can use to record any symptoms you
may experience after mixing or spraying pesticides. We have shown
two examples.

When you experience any of the above symptoms, note the pesticide you were using
and the date. If you were using more than one pesticide, write all the names. Tick the
box with the symptom.

g -

h -

i -

d -

e -

f -

a -

b -

c -

glyphosate

paraquat

To make it easier you can list the pesticides and use the letter code in the chart.

Name:_______________________
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Pesticide:
Date:

Pesticide:Paraquat
Date: 12/1/96
Pesticide: Glyphosate
Date: 14/4/96
Pesticide:
Date:

Pesticide:
Date:

Pesticide:
Date:

Pesticide:
Date:
Pesticide:
Date:
Pesticide:
Date:

Pesticide:
Date:

S
ki

n 
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sh

x x

x x
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· if people understand the harm that pesticides are
doing to their health, their land and their commu-
nity, maybe they will seek to eliminate or reduce
their use of pesticides.

· if communities help gather information about the
damages caused by pesticides use, it will be pos-
sible to persuade the government to change poli-
cies which encourage the use of pesticides and to
regulate the industry more effectively.

What Can Community-Based Pesticides
Monitoring Do?

· community-based pesticides monitoring means: or-
dinary people involved in collecting information on
how pesticides are used and the problem they cause.

· to do this, the people work together to observe and
record data about pesticides and the danger they
cause to people and the environment - as well as
collecting data on alternatives to pesticides.

What is Community-Based Pesticides
Monitoring?

· when pesticide users feel sick and their symptoms.
· how the pesticides industry promotes and sells its

products.
· what pesticides are doing to the land and environ-

ment.
· successful alternatives to the use of pesticides.
· what concerns you in your community regarding

pesticide use.

What Can Communities Monitor?

Community Monitoring - A Summary
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Confront the cycle of poison in your community!

Take action to better your community!
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tel: (632) 5264248 / 5218251
fax: (632) 5218251
email: romyquij@yahoo.com

Pesticide Action Network Asia and the
Pacific (PAN AP)

P.O. Box 1170, 10850, Penang, Malaysia
tel: (604) 6570271/ 6560381
fax: (604) 6577445
email: panap@panap.net
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